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Summary. Chromosome aberrations in two glioma cell lines 
were analyzed using biotinylated DNA library probes that 
specifically decorate chromosomes 1, 4, 7, 18 and 22 from pter 
to qter. Numerical changes, deletions and rearrangements of 
these chromosomes were readily visualized in metaphase 
spreads, as well as in early prophase and interphase nuclei. 
Complete chromosomes, deleted chromosomes and segments 
of translocated chromosomes were rapidly delineated in very 
complex karyotypes. Simultaneous hybridizations with addi- 
tional subregional probes were used to fllrther define aberrant 
chromosomes. Digital image analysis was used to quantitate 
the total complement of specific chromosomal DNAs in indi- 
vidual metaphase and interphase cells of each cell line. In 
spite of the fact that both glioma lines have been passaged in 
vitro for many years, an under-representation of chromosome 
22 and an over-representation of chromosome 7 (specifically 
7p) were observed. These observations agree with previous 
studies on gliomas. In addition, sequences of chromosome 4 
were also found to be under-represented, especially in TC 
593. These analyses indicate the power of these methods for 
pinpointing chromosome segments that are altered in specific 
types of tumors. 
Introduction 
Genetic changes are central to the initiation and progression 
of neoplasias. Some changes, such as point and insertional 
mutations, are submicroscopic. Other changes are quite large, 
and can be detected grossly in chromosome analyses. Non- 
random chromosomal changes, especially in hematopoietic 
malignancies, have been well established in recent years, and 
often mirror events at the molecular level. Such non-random 
changes may occur at an early stage in tumorigenesis and can 
be characteristic or even unique for specific tumor types 
(Showe and Croce 1987; Bloomfield et al. 1987; Hansen and 
Cavenee 1987). Non-random changes are also associated with 
an increased metastatic potential (Larizza and Schirrmacher 
1984). Chromosomes can exhibit highly complex structural al- 
terations, especially in some epithelial tumors, and these com- 
plex alterations are often associated wittl progressive biologi- 
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cal features of malignancy that are detrimental to the organ- 
ism. In this setting it is important to be able to rapidly and eas- 
ily assess chromosomal segments involved in complex duplica- 
tions, deletions or translocations. 
Cytogenetic investigations of cells derived from human 
solid tumors are tedious and difficult to perform, due to both 
the complexity of chromosomal changes and to the lack of suf- 
ficient numbers of suitable metaphase spreads for reliable 
analyses. In many cases, it may be difficult or even impossible 
to assess chromosomal aberrations by conventional banding 
techniques. Even when performed by highly experienced cyto- 
geneticists it is the rule rather than the exception that karyo- 
types established from solid tumors include a number of aber- 
rant chromosomes that are impossible to assess. Consequently, 
the interpretation of cytogenetic findings can be ambiguous; 
for example it may be impossible to determine if there is a de- 
letion of part of an identified chromosome, or if this missing 
segment is actually present as a translocation on another chro- 
mosome. 
To overcome these limitations we have developed a new 
approach by which individual human chromosomes can be 
specifically stained at any time of the cell cycle and used to 
identify chromosomal berrations, not only in mitotic cells but 
also in more numerous examples of interphase nuclei. Previ- 
ous experiments have shown that individual chromosome seg- 
ment probes are useful in this setting (Rappold et al. 1984; 
Burns et al. 1985; Cremer et al. 1986, 1988; Trask et al. 1988). 
In this paper we delineate ntire single chromosomes in model 
glioma cells that display extremely complex chromosomal - 
terations. In such studies translocations were reliably iden- 
tified. Our approach is based on chromosomal in situ suppres- 
sion hybridization of DNA libraries from sorted human chro- 
mosomes to both human mitotic and interphase cells, and is 
described in detail in the accompanying paper (Lichter et al. 
1988). We refer to this approach as CISS hybridization. Using 
two glioma lines, TC 620 and TC 593 (Manuelidis and Manu- 
elidis 1979), we demonstrate that it is possible to rapidly 
screen both mitotic and interphase tumor cells for complex 
numerical and structural aberrations of individual chromo- 
somes. Despite the fact that these oligodendroglioma and 
glioblastoma lines were propagated in long term culture, they 
displayed several cytogenetic features common to many glioma 
cells (Shapiro 1986; Bigner et al. 1986, 1987; Rey et al. 1987). 
In the present study we have specifically focused on chro- 
mosomes 1, 4, 7, 18 and 22. These chromosomes were selected 
because (1) they span the entire range of chromosome size. 
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(2) Numerical and structural aberrations of chromosome 1
have been found in many solid tumors (Atkin 1986). (3) Aber- 
rations of chromosomes 1 and 18 have been previously noted 
in TC 620 and TC 593 by in situ hybridization with subregional 
DNA probes pecific for lq12 and the pericentromeric hetero- 
chromatin of chromosome 18 (Cremer et al. 1988). (4) Num- 
erical imbalances of chromosomes 7 and 22 have been consid- 
ered to be of special importance in the development of malig- 
nant gliomas (Shapiro 1986; Bigner et al. 1986, 1987; Ray et 
al. 1987). 
Materials and methods 
Cells 
TC 593 is a pseudotetraploid cell line (modal chromosome 
number, 83) established from a human glioblastoma; it grows 
in a flat, spreading fashion and contains many processes. TC 
620 is pseudotriploid with a modal chromosome number of 64 
and was established from a human oligodendroglioma; it grows 
in an epithelial fashion. Both cell lines have been described in 
detail (Manuelidis and Manuelidis 1979). In the present ex- 
periments we utilized subclones C2B (TC 593) and C2B (TC 
620) at approximately 180 passages after repeated subcloning 
from a single cell of the original tumor line cultured as previ- 
ously described (Manuelidis and Manuelidis 1979). Standard 
hypotonic treatment and acid/methanol fixation of the cells 
were employed (Cremer et al. 1988). 
DNA probes and libraries 
Phage DNA libraries from sorted human chromosomes were 
obtained from the American type culture collection: LA01NS01 
(chromosome 1), LL04NS01 (chromosome 4), LA07NS01 (chro- 
mosome 7), LL18NS01 (chromosome 18) and LA22NS03 
(chromosome 22). Amplification of these libraries, isolation 
of human DNA inserts and biotinylation were carried out as 
described by Lichter et al. (1988). A probe specific for alphoid 
repeats on chromosome 7 (pa7tl) was the gift of H. Willard 
(Waye et al. 1987), and specifically decorates centromeric 
heterochromatin of chromosome 7 under high stringency con- 
ditions (60% formamide; see Cremer et al. 1988). Some DNA 
probes were modified with aminoacetylfiuorene (AAF; Land- 
egent et al. 1984), and detected as described (Cremer et al. 
1988) for double labeling experiments. 
In situ hybridization and detection of hybridized probes 
CISS hybridization with biotinylated library DNA inserts and 
detection of hybrid molecules was generally carried out using 
standard conditions, as described in detail by Lichter et al. 
1988. In double CISS hybridizations using biotinylated chro- 
mosome 7 library DNA inserts and the AAF-modified 7 alphoid 
probe, the latter probe was heat denatured separately and 
only added to the hybridization mixture at the end of the rean- 
nealing step (see Lichter et al. 1988) at a final concentration f 
10 gg/ml. 
Digital image analysis of pecifically decorated metaphase 
and interphase chromosomes 
A VAX station II/GPX graphics workstation (Digital Equip- 
ment Corporation) with an ITEX FG 100-Q frame grabber 
(Imaging Technology) were used as previously described 
(Manuelidis and Borden 1988), together with a Zeiss S-Planar 
60 mm lens and a Dage-MTI 65 video camera. Images were di- 
gitized from negatives of metaphase spreads and interphase 
nuclei; the background was removed and polygonal regions 
were defined to enclose specifically decorated metaphase 
chromosomes or interphase domains (Lichter et al. 1988). A 
scan line algorithm was used to calculate histograms within the 
polygonal regions. Since the value of the histogram H(i) of a 
particular intensity (range 0-255) within the defined region is 
the number of pixels at that intensity i, the area within the re- 
gion falling within an intensity range io-i~ is the integral of the 
histogram from io-il. Similarly, the 2-D integral in the region 
defined by the intensity range io-i i equals ~ H(i). i. io was 
chosen for each hybridization, in order to properly outline the 
decorated chromatin and distinguish this area from background 
regions, il was set to the maximum value 255 in order to cap- 
ture the entire intensity range above the threshold. 
Measurements of total signal intensity versus area were de- 
signed as a control for the potential presence of variable chro- 
mosome domain extension within interphase nuclei. In inter- 
phase, a more extended chromosome domain might be ex- 
pected to have a greater area (or volume) yet a lower fluores- 
cence signal intensity per unit area. If a constant amount of 
hybridized DNA corresponds to a constant total fluorescence, 
the total signal intensity is a measure of labeled DNA content. 
We can also measure 3-D hybridized volumes within nuclei 
(Manuelidis and Borden 1988) and 3-D integrated total hy- 
bridized signals (J. Borden and L. Manuelidis, in preparation). 
The background, b, was substracted from the discrete 2-D in- 
tegral f f i (x ,y)dA within a labeled region R, to yield the total 
signal: Sigt = f f i(x,y)dA - b f fdA ,  where dA is a single pixel. 
Similarly, the mean intensity within the region is calculated as 
2-D integral/area or f f i (x,y)dA/ffdA. 
Results 
Detection of numerical and structural chromosome aberrations 
in metaphase spreads 
Figures 1-3, and 7 show typical metaphase spreads from the 
malignant glioma cell lines TC 620 and 593 after CISS hybrid- 
Fig. 1A-D, Chromosomal in situ suppression (CISS) hybridization of chromosome 1 inserts to metaphase preads of glioma cell lines detected 
with avidin-FITC (A, C) and poststained with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI) (B, D). A, B TC 620 shows two apparently 
complete 1chromosomes (small arrows in B) and two marker translocation chromosomes (arrowheads in B) specifically decorated by these in- 
serts (A). One of the two marker chromosomes contains a lp  (lower left), the other a lq arm (lower ighO; the lp terminal (relatively GC rich 
region) in the two normal chromosomes and submetacentric marker is less completely delineated. Also, the lq12 regions here show little decora- 
tion in contrast to most experiments. × 950. C, D Typical TC 593 metaphase pread shows six specifically decorated chromosomes. Three acro- 
centric marker chromosomes allwith truncation of ip show particularly intense fluorescence of repeats that localize to lq12 (arrows in C). In two 
of these, lq arms may be complete, while a major deletion is obvious in the third (arrows in D). A fourth decorated chromosome (small arrowhead 
in C, D) again shows a major deletion of the distal part of lq, but has retained an apparently complete lp arm. A fifth submetacentric chromo- 
some (large arrowhead inD) contains an apparently complete lp arm; the DNA of its short arm has not been identified. Note the similarity of this 
marker to one of the marker chromosomes of TC 620 (lp) described above. The sixth entirely decorated chromosome is an iso(lp) as demon- 
strated by DAPI-banding (open arrows in D). × 1200 
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Fig. 2. A-F  CISS hybridization of chromosome 4 library inserts detected with avidin-FITC; interphase nuclei of TC 593 (A-C) and TC 620 (D). 
Note that the two apparently complete interphase domains are close to each other in B, but widely separated in A and C. TC 620 interphase nu- 
cleus (D) shows four chromosome 4 interphase domains of largely different sizes. Metaphase spread of TC 593 (E) shows two apparently complete 
4 chromosomes, and a small decorated ragion (arrow) in a submetacentric chromosome. This marker with translocated 4 sequences was observed 
in about 30% of the spreads and is also apparent in the interphase nucleus represented in A. TC 620 metaphase spread (F) shows one apparently 
complete chromosome 4 and three translocation markers (t) containing different amounts of chromosome 4 material. G - J  Double hybridization 
of biotinylated chromosome 7 inserts and an aminoacetylfluorene (AAF)-modified 7-specific alphoid repeat. G Chromosome 7 inserts depict five 
entirely decorated metaphase chromosomes. Four of them are complete 7 chromosomes, the fifth (arrow) is an iso(7p) (see Fig. 3E). H The same 
field as G showing AAF-7 alphoid signals on only four decorated chromosomes; no signal is detected on the iso(Tp). I An interphase nucleus of 
TC 593 shows five domains delineated by chromosome 7 inserts; four of these are labeled by 7 alphoid probes (J). The arrow in I indicates the 
iso(Tp) marker in interphase 
Fig. 3. A-G CISS hybridization of library inserts of chromosomes 7 and 18 to metaphase preads of glioma cell lines detected with avidin-FITC. 
× 875. A, B TC 620 hybridized to chromosome 7 inserts. Three apparently normal 7 chromosomes and an additional translocation chromosome 
containing 7 sequences (large arrowhead) are delineated in A; DAPI-stained complete chromosomes 7 are indicated by the small arrows in B. 
Other studies (see the text) indicated a translocation of 7pter-qll in the marker chromosome (large arrowhead). C, D TC 620 hybridized to 
chromosome 18inserts. In C two normal 18 chromosomes are decorated (cf. small arrows in D) as well as a petite chromosome (large arrowhead). 
D The corresponding frame counterstained with DAPI. E Metaphase spread from pseudotetraploid TC 593 shows five chromosomes highlighted 
by 7 library inserts. The metacentric chromosome (m) represents he iso(7p) marker typical for this line (see also Fig. 20). Insert chromosomes 
(upper left in E) show a DAPI-stained normal and the metacentric 7 marker chromosome. The landmark band 7q21 and a block of constitutive 
heterochromatin at 7qll are bottl prominent on the normal chromosome 7, (arrows), but not present on the marker chromosome. Instead both 
arms of the latter show a mirrorolike staining pattern with a faint distal band at 7p21. F, G TC 593 hybridized to chromosome 18 inserts. Four 
decorated 18 chromosomes are shown in F and three of them shown in G by DAPI staining are clearly translocated (t)
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Fig. 4. Summary chromosome idiogram of complete and aberrant 
chromosomes detected by CISS hybridization of library inserts of 
chromosomes 1, 4, 7, 18 and 22 in glioma cell lines TC 620 (left) and 
TC 593 (right). G-bands (black) arc shown with approximate break- 
points uggested by our data; the shaded areas with a wavy pattern are 
from other chromosomes that constitute part of the marker transloca- 
tion chromosomes. The black dot beside two of the TC 620 translo- 
cared 4 segments indicates that the assignment of the chromosome 4 
material isbased on circumstantial evidence (e.g. size measurements). 
A small translocation f chromosome 18 material in ca. 20% of TC 
593 metaphase preads (+) also could not be further identified. Note 
the over-representation of 7p in both cell lines 
ization with biotinylated DNA inserts from each of the human 
chromosomes 1, 4, 7, 18 and 22. Hybridized inserts were de- 
tected with avidin fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugates 
(FITC) and cells were counterstained with 4,6-diamidino-2- 
phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI). Chromosomes desig- 
nated as "complete" had an apparently normal size, centro- 
mere index and DAPI staining pattern. Despite this designa- 
tion, these complete chromosomes may contain fine structural 
aberrations only detectable by additional investigations ( ee 
below). Apparently complete chromosomes 1, 4, 7, 18 and 22 
were observed in both TC 620 and TC 593. Additionally, other 
homologs of these chromosomes showed significant rear- 
rangements and abnormalities, including translocations and 
deletions. We describe below the predominant umerical and 
structural aberrations delineated in each of these cell lines. A 
minimum of 25 good metaphase spreads were evaluated for 
each glioma line and for each chromosome. These data are 
summarized in Fig. 4. 
Chromosome 1. In TC 620, the oligodendroglioma line, chro- 
mosome i inserts decorated two apparently complete f chromo- 
somes and two marker translocation chromosomes (Figs. 1A, B, 
4). One marker was metacentric and contained an entirely de- 
corated lq arm, but its p arm was from another chromosome 
(of unknown origin). The other marker chromosome was sub- 
metacentric and showed a small segment from another chro- 
mosome attached to the lp arm. In both marker chromosomes 
breakpoints were localized close to the centromere in lp l l  or 
lq11. The identification of the lp segment was established by 
DAPI banding (Fig. 1B), by 5'-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU) 
banding, and by hybridization with a lp36.3 probe (data not 
shown); the lp36.3 probe additionally revealed deletion of 
this subregion in one of the apparently complete 1 chromo- 
somes. The overall picture was of a nearly trisomic represen- 
tation of chromosome 1,with a common breakpoint, and sub- 
sequent translocation. 
In TC 593, the glioblastoma line, an even more complex 
pattern of numerical and structural chromosome 1 aberrations 
was observed. In a sample of 50 metaphase spreads, the ma- 
jority (52%) showed six aberrant chromosomes that were de- 
corated; 14% of the metaphases showed five aberrant chro- 
mosomes, and 34% showed higher numbers of chromosome 1 
segments (up to 14). Figures 1C, D, and 4 show the most typi- 
cal, predominant karyotype and demonstrate our rapid defini- 
tion of chromosome 1 abnormalities in this cell line. Aberra- 
tions included three acrocentric chromosomes with a consis- 
tent breakpoint in lp l ,  chromosomes with a deletion of the 
distal part of lq, a submetacentric translocation chromosome 
with a loss of the complete lq, and an iso(lp) marker chromo- 
some (see Fig. 4). 
Chromosome 4. In TC 620, chromosome 4-specific inserts de- 
corated one apparently complete chromosome 4, and three 
additional chromosomes with segments containing chromo- 
some 4 DNA (Figs. 2F, 4). These latter segments on translo- 
cation chromosomes would have been difficult to rapidly and 
unambiguously define with banding procedures alone. The 
smallest of the translocated chromosome 4 segments formed 
part of an approximately metacentric chromosome. Th  two 
larger segments were found on submetacentric chromosomes 
of different overall size. In the smaller chromosome, the short 
arm and part of the long arm of 4 were present with an appar- 
ent breakpoint at 4q2, i.e. 4pter-4q2. In the larger submeta- 
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Fig. 5A-It. Representative prophase (A) and interphase nuclei (B-F) reflect metaphase abnormalities in glioma lines (cf. Figs. 1-4). A Detection 
of the 7p translocation (t) in a prophase TC 620 nucleus, x 1,000. B Five well-separated chromosome 7 domains detected in TC 593. × 1,240. 
C Two large and one very small 18 domains (indicated by arrow head) in TC 620. x 1,450. D Four chromosome 18 domains in TC 593; one of 
these signals (arrow) appears smaller, x 1,450. E Fourchromosomal 1 domains in TC 620 (cf. Fig. IA, B). x 1,200. F At least five chromosome 
1 domains in TC 593; one (arrowhead) is appreciably smaller than the others, x 1,250. G, H CISS hybridization ofa technically poor metaphase 
spread of TC 593 poststained with DAPI (G) still highlights four distinct chromosomes bearing 18 sequences (H). x 1,000 
centric chromosome, a region that may represent the rest of 4 
(4q2-qter) appears. Thus the predominant karyotype of TC 
620 showed only slightly more than two equivalents of chro- 
mosome 4 (see also the area measurements de cribed below). 
The non-4 regions have not been further defined. 
In TC 593, there were generally only two chromosomes de- 
corated by chromosome 4 DNA inserts, and both of these 
were compatible with normal 4 chromosomes. Approximately 
30% of the metaphase spreads in TC 593 showed an additional 
submetacentric chromosome with chromosome 4 material 
(Fig. 2E). Thus, although both 4 chromosomes were appar- 
ently normal, there was a significant under-representation of 
this chromosome in this pseudotetraploid line (Fig. 4). 
Chromosome 7. Three complete 7 chromosomes, and one 
smaller metacentric hromosome containing translocated 7 
material were typically found in TC 620 metaphase spreads 
(Figs. 3A,4). The translocated chromosome 7 material in- 
cluded the short arm of chromosome 7 (as shown by DAPI 
banding; cf. Fig. 3B) and the centromeric heterochromatin 
with the breakpoint in 7ql (see also below). 
In TC 593, five chromosomes entirely decorated by chro- 
mosome 7 insert probes were regularly observed (Figs. 2G, 
3E). Four of these appeared to represent complete number 7 
chromosomes, whereas one was smaller and metacentric. DAPI 
banding (Fig. 3E, insert) and size measurements (cf. Fig. 9) 
were consistent with an iso(7p). This conclusion was further 
supported by double in situ hybridization experiments with 
biotinylated chromosome 7 inserts (detected with avidin- 
FITC) and chromosome 7-specific alphoid AAF  labeled se- 
quences (detected with tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate 
(TRITC) conjugated second antibodies). They showed that 
only the four complete 7 chromosomes, contained a detectable 
7 centromeric signal (metaphase, Fig. 2G, H; interphase, Fig. 2I, 
J). Thus, the iso(7p) marker chromosome did not have a char- 
acteristic entromeric region as it lacked both the 7 alphoid se- 
quences and a small block of heterochromatin at 7ql l  (see 
Fig. 3E, insert). In contrast all four 7 chromosomes of TC 620 
were labeled with the 7 alphoid probe (data not shown). 
Chromosome 18. In TC 620 two apparently complete 18 chro- 
mosomes and a truncated minute chromosome were entirely 
decorated (Figs. 3C, D, 4). This truncated chromosome is 
18q- (and possibly also 18p-). The rest of the chromosome 18 
region(s) was never detected. 
Three translocation chromosomes involving chromosome 
18 material were typically detected, in addition to an appar- 
ently normal chromosome 18 in TC 593 metaphase spreads 
(Figs. 3F, G, 4). In a minor proportion of metaphases there 
was a small additional translocation observed. The exact chro- 
mosomal region from which this translocated 18 material de- 
rived could not be resolved by DAPI staining. The predomin- 
ant karyotype for 18 is therefore close to tetrasomic n this cell 
line, but is under-represented in the pseudotriploid TC 620. 
Both the 18q- marker chromosome in TC 620 and the three 
translocated 18 chromosomes in TC 593 hybridized strongly to 
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a chromosome 18-specific alphoid repeat. Accordingly, both 
intact and aberrant 18 chromosomes could also be counted 
after in situ hybridization with this centromeric probe (Cremer 
et al. 1988; see also below). DAPI banding and hybridization 
to 18-specific alphoid repeats indicated that these transloca- 
tion chromosomes include the entire 18q region and the cen- 
tromere, with breakpoints in 18p. 
Chromosome 22. Two apparently normal 22 chromosomes 
were visualized in most TC 620 and TC 593 metaphase spreads 
(Fig. 6D). It was difficult to ascertain small translocations of 
this chromosome since hybridization with chromosome 22 in- 
serts resulted in some cross-hybridization to other chromo- 
somes. Some of this cross-hybridization is probably due to 
shared sequences from the nucleolus organizer egions (on 
five normal acrocentrie human chromosomes) and to shared 
sequence motifs at the centromeres (McDermid et al. 1986; 
Lichter et al. 1988). 
Finally, it should be noted that in contrast to conventional 
banding analysis, the current experimental pproach clearly 
delineates numerical and structural chromosome aberrations 
in metaphase spreads of very poor quality (Fig. 5G, H) or in 
early prophase nuclei (Fig. 5A). These preparations are not 
accessible to banding analysis, as the chromosomes xtensively 
overlie each other. 
Evaluation of chromosome domains in interphase nuclei 
One potential advantage of in situ methods is that individual 
human chromosomes may be directly visualized as discrete 
territories in i terphase nuclei (Manuelidis 1985; Schardin et 
al. 1985; Pinkel et al. 1986) and thus can be of value in the 
analysis of solid tumor specimens. This feature of nuclear to- 
pography, also apparent in the malignant cells examined here 
(Figs. 2A-D,  I, 5B-F),  was evaluated for its accuracy and 
diagnostic usefulness. Figure 5A shows three apparently com- 
plete 7 chromosomes and one translocated 7p arm in a pro- 
phase TC 620 nucleus. Figures 2I, and 5B show five chromo- 
some 7 domains in interphase nuclei of TC 593, as previously 
depicted in metaphase spreads. Figure 5C shows a TC 620 in- 
terphase nucleus with two 18 domains of comparable sizes to 
those seen in normal diploid nuclei (see Lichter et al. 1988). A 
third, appreciably smaller, decorated 18 domain was also de- 
tected and represents the truncated 18 chromosome seen in 
metaphase spreads described above. Figure 5D shows four 
chromosome 18 domains in an interphase nucleus of TC 593, 
which again is comparable to the numbers in metaphase nu- 
clei. Figure 5E shows a TC 620 interphase nucleus with four 
chromosome 1 domains, while Fig. 5F shows a TC 593 nucleus 
with at least five separate chromosome 1 domains (compare 
Fig. 1A, B and C, D, respectively). 
While the hybridization patterns of nuclei shown in Fig. 5 
were highly characteristic for each cell line, counts of inter- 
phase chromosome domains have some inherent difficulties. 
As an example, Fig. 6A (dark columns) presents an analysis of 
the counts of labeled interphase domains in randomly selected 
nuclei of diploid human lymphocytes hybridized with 7 library 
inserts. Although the number and relative size of chromo- 
some-specific domains can be accurately assessed in the ma- 
jority of nuclei, not all nuclei present a reliable index of the 
chromosomal constitution, since a considerable fraction of 
nuclei reveal only one decorated omain and occasional nuclei 
show no signals. Furthermore all domains are not always 
clearly separable in these 2-D preparations. 
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Fig. 6A-E. Interphase and/or metaphase counts of chromosomes 7 
(A-C), 22 (D) and 4 (E). Interphase counts were performed on 150 
nuclei of well-hybridized preparations. For metaphase counts > 25 
complete DAPI-stained spreads were evaluated. A-C Counts of 7 
specific alphoid repeats (white columns) compared to 7 library inserts 
(shaded columns): A interphase nuclei of phytohemagglutinin-stimu- 
lated human lymphocytes (46,XY); B TC 620 interphase nuclei (7-spe- 
cific alphoid repeat) and metaphase spreads (7 library inserts); C TC 
593 interphase nuclei (7-specific alphoid repeat) and metaphase 
spreads (7 library inserts). High stringency hybridization (see Mate- 
rials and methods) of 7 alphoid repeat was used to avoid cross-hybrid- 
ization to ther chromosomes. In cases of double hybridization with 
both 7 library inserts and alphoid repeat (shown in Fig. 2 G-I) stan- 
dard conditions with 50% formamide were sufficient o avoid cross- 
hybridization, possibly due to the presence of human competitor 
DNA. D Counts of chromosome 22 (library inserts) in metaphase 
spreads of TC 620 (black columns) and TC 593 (shaded columns). For 
comparison, CISS hybridization was simultaneously performed with 7 
library inserts in these experiments a an internal control (see B, C 
and Fig. 7). E Interphase counts (white columns) and metaphase 
counts (shaded columns) compared in TC 593 hybridized with chro- 
mosome 4 inserts. Note the ratios of cells with 2 vs 3 signals are the 
same in metaphase and interphase 
Figure 6 shows representative counts of these prepara- 
tions. In agreement with TC 593 metaphase counts of chromo- 
some 4, nuclear counts generally showed two clearly sepa- 
rated domains (Fig. 6E). However, the percentage of two-sig- 
nal preparations was smaller in interphase than in metaphase 
(45.3% vs. 64%). This artifactual decrease was largely due to 
a corresponding increased percentage of nuclei showing only 
one decorated omain or no signal at all. Counts of zero or 
one chromosome 4 were not present in metaphase spreads. 
Significantly, 19.3% of the interphase TC 593 nuclei displayed 
three clearly separated chromosome 4 domains, and these extra 
domains were not present in interphase nuclei of diploid human 
lymphocytes hybridized to this or other libraries under the 
Fig. 7. TC 620 metaphase spread after double hybridization with in- 
serts from both 7 and 22 chromosomes (bot]) labeled with biotin and 
detected with avidin-FITC). Two strongly decorated 22 chromosomes 
(arrows), three complete 7 chromosomes, and the metacentric marker 
chromosome containing 7pter-qll are seen 
same conditions (Fig. 6A; Lichter et al. 1988). Finally, the 
ratio of two versus three domains was iclentical for both recta- 
phase and interphase cells. Thus interphase nuclei can be reli- 
ably used for the detection of extra copies of a single chromo- 
some or chromosomal segment but have limited reliability for 
detecting the loss of chromosome copies. 
In situ hybridization of probes from subregions of inter- 
phase chromosomes may more accurately reflect general counts 
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of chromosomal constitution than library probes (Fig. 6A), 
provided they are done under appropriately high stringency 
conditions (Rappold et al. 1984; Cremer et al. 1986, 1988). 
However, such regional segment probes do not delineate trans- 
located elements or aberrant chromosomes that lack this seg- 
ment. Therefore such probes are also not entirely accurate. 
For example, counts of chromosome 1 in TC 620 and TC 593 
with a probe specific for lq12 (Cremer et al. 1988) indicated 
fewer 1 chromosomes than shown here with CISS hybridiza- 
tion (Fig. 4). Counts of chromosome 7 using only a centromeric 
sequence further emphasize this point (see above). Double in 
situ hybridization with the AAF-modified 7 alphoid probe and 
biotinylated chromosome 7 library inserts typically showed in- 
terphase nuclei with five domains, of which only four were 
simultaneously labeled by the centromeric probe (Figs. 2I, J, 
6 C). In TC 620, however, both probes gave identical results 
(Fig. 6B). 
Over-representation and under-representation 
of specific chromosomes 
We assessed relative chromosomal dosage in these glioma 
lines, and were especially interested in chromosome 7, which 
has been noted to be generally over-represented in gliomas 
(Bigner et al. 1986; Shapiro 1986). For comparison, other in- 
dividual chromosome probes were used as controls. Metaphase 
chromosome counts have shown that TC 620 is pseudotriploid 
with a modal number of 64 chromosomes, while TC 593 is 
pseudotetraploid with a modal number of 83 (Manuelidis and 
Manuelidis 1979). Accordingly, a chromosome and its seg- 
ments together would be present in a balanced state if three 
complete copies were present in TC 620, and four in TC 593. 
Fig. 8A-D. Digitized images of metaphase preads and interphase nuclei from malignant glioma cells hybridized to chromosome 7 inserts. A, B 
Two TC 620 metaphase preads analyzed under standard conditions (A) and under less optimal conditions (B). Note that three complete 7 chro- 
mosomes and the translocated 7parm can be discriminated by the computer (outlined areas) in B despite a high background of other chromo- 
somes. 12, D Digitized TC 593 interphase nucleus (shown photographically in Fig. 5B), automatically outlined (D) for area determinations 
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Table 1. Mean number of chromosome equivalents measured by digi- 
tal image analysis in malignant glioma cell lines after CISS hybridiza- 
tion. Twenty-four metaphase spreads showing the predominant 
number of chromosomes decorated with DNA inserts from libraries 
of chromosomes 4, 7 and 18 were compared to wenty-eight inter- 
phase nuclei with well-separated domains using the same probes. Im- 
ages were taken under identical ( inear film) conditions and digitized. 
In each metaphase pread, areas obtained for each normal and aber- 
rant chromosome were divided by the mean area obtained for n ap- 
parently complete chromosomes. In interphase nuclei, domains were 
compared assuming that the n largest labeled omains represented 
complete (normal) interphase chromosomes. Thus the sum of these 
normalized values represents a measure of the number of specific 
chromosome equivalents in a single cell. The mean values of several 
cells are shown for each case. The mean numbers of chromosome 
equivalents obtained for interphase and metaphase c lls show a strong 
overall correlation coefficient of r = + 0.95. Compared with area mea- 
surements, the mean numbers of chromosome equivalents deter- 
mined by 2-D intensity integrals (see Materials and methods; data not 
shown) showed an overall correlation coefficient of r = + 0.99 
Chromo- Cell line 
some 
Chromosome equivalents 
Interphase Metaphase Expected 
4 TC593 2.0 2.0 4.0 
TC620 2.5 2.4 3.0 
7 TC593 4.4 4.6 4.0 
TC620 3.5 3.3 3.0 
18 TC593 3.0 3.6 4.0 
TC620 2.5 2.3 3.0 
A relative over-representation s present if more than these 
respective copy numbers can be demonstrated. A number 
lower than the expected (trisomic or tetrasomic) value indi- 
cates that the chromosome is relatively under-represented in 
the karyotype. In cases where additional DAPI  banding infor- 
mation was sufficient o define the selectively decorated ab- 
normal chromosome, the chromosome pieces labeled by the 
chromosome-specific inserts were put together for analysis 
(Fig. 4). In the second approach, computer analyses were used 
to independently verify these results (see below). 
TC 620 analyzed by banding showed the equivalent of 
three 1 chromosomes and thus indicated a balanced state for 
this chromosome. The same was true for the lp arm in TC 593 
which was present in four copies. However, the distal part of 
lq was under-represented in TC 593 (see the detailed escrip- 
tion given above). In both glioma lines 7q appeared to be bal- 
anced, while 7p was over-represented once in TC 620 and 
twice in TC 593. Additionally, in both glioma lines chromo- 
some 22 was clearly under-represented. In order to confirm 
this finding, double in situ hybridization with inserts of chro- 
mosomes 7 and 22 was performed. An example of this is shown 
in Fig. 7 and demonstrates over-representation of 7 DNA and 
under-representation of 22 DNA in the same cell. Metaphase 
counts done in both cell lines by this method of analysis are 
depicted for chromosome 7 in Fig. 6B, C (dark columns) and 
for chromosome 22 in Fig. 6D. In summary, these two gliomas 
both show relative under-representation of chromosome 22 
and over-representation of the 7p arm. The significant under- 
representation f chromosome 4 in TC 593, and a portion of 4 
in TC 620 is also notable. 
Digitized images were also used to quantitatively measure 
decorated areas in metaphase preparations and in interphase 
cells where chromosomal domains were well resolved. Exam- 
ples are shown in Fig. 8. Quantitative evaluation of chromo- 
some equivalents (Table 1) indicated highly concordant num- 
Area sum 
5 
3 
2- 
0 
Ceil fine 593 
Chromosome 
620 593 620 593 620 
4 7 18 
Fig. 9. Relative size of decorated normal and aberrant chromosomes 
4, 7 and 18 in typical metaphase spreads (n -  24) from glioma cell 
lines TC 593 and TC 620. Individual areas were normalized so that a 
complete chromosome is represented by an area of 1 (see legend to 
Table 1). The total added signals reflect he number of specific hro- 
mosome quivalents present. The white regions correspond toappar- 
ently normal chromosomes, the black regions indicate small free chro- 
mosome segments entirely decorated by specific library inserts, and 
translocated segments are shaded. One of the three translocated 18
chromosomes in TC 593 represents a complete chromosome by this 
measurement (indicated by the black dot), while the two other trans- 
locations are slightly smaller, possibly due to the small sample size 
bers for interphase versus metaphase in 5 of 6 examples; only 
in TC 593 decorated with 18 inserts was there a discrepancy. 
This may be due to the small sample size. 
Chromosome quivalents derived from digital image anal- 
ysis independently confirm the relative representation f target 
chromosomes noted in both glioma lines by DAPI  banding. 
The segments that comprise the total metaphase signal are 
further detailed graphically in Fig. 9. Computer analysis was 
especially useful in cases where the breakpoints involved in 
translocated segments could not be unambiguously defined. 
They were also of value in a quantitative assessment of in- 
terphase-metaphase correlations, and of normal and aberrant 
chromosomes with distinctly different sizes. 
Discussion 
Decoration of individual human chromosomes by CISS hy- 
bridization with DNA libraries provides a new and simple 
means for the rapid detection of chromosome aberrations in 
both mitotic and interphase tumor cells. Formation of aneuploid 
chromosomal complements due to segregational errors during 
mitosis (Boveri 1914) has been considered as one of several 
mechanisms that might lead to cells with malignant propen- 
sities (e.g. Harris 1986; Shapiro 1986). Factors that may not 
produce obvious cytogenetic changes, such as chemical car- 
cinogens, mutational agents and viruses may also be impor- 
tant in neoplastic initiation and expression. Ultimately, how- 
ever, detectable chromosomal changes are often apparent 
(Mitelman 1985). In this setting it is pertinent o be able to 
evaluate individual tumor cells of a population. 
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We have documented structural and quantitative changes 
in two human glioma lines, including the loss and gain of en- 
tire individual chromosomes, and of chromosomal subregions, 
and have been able to characterize both minor and predom- 
inant karyotypic features in each cell line. All chromosomes 
tested so far, namely 1, 4, 7, 18 and 22, clearly highlighted 
numerical and/or structural aberrations, ome of which were 
subtle. The biological implications of our findings suggest that 
this new approach may be of general value in tumor cytoge- 
netics. 
In agreement with previous reports (Shapiro 1986; Bigner 
et al. 1986, 1987; Rey et al. 1987) we halve found an over-rep- 
resentation of chromosome 7 and an under-representation of 
chromosome 22 in these two glioma lines. These characteris- 
tics are still apparent after long-term propagation in culture 
(> 20 years). It is of interest o note that JLn both cell lines 7p but 
not 7q was over-represented. The c-erbB oncogene (EGFR) 
has been mapped to 7p12-14 (Merlino et al. 1985). It can be 
over-expressed in human glioblastoma cell lines with poly- 
somy of chromosome 7 (Henn et al. 1986), and amplification 
of c-erbB has often been found in malignant gliomas (Liber- 
man et al. 1985; Yamazaki et al. 1988; Bigner et al. 1988). 
This oncogene does not show amplification on Southern blot 
analysis in either TC 620 or TC 593, and in TC 593 there are 
no rearrangements, insertions or deletions involving c-erbB 
(T. Chen and L. Manuelidis, unpublished ata). Our finding 
of over-representation of 7p, together with others (Bigner et 
al. 1987; Rey et al. 1987) indicates, however, that the 7p13- 
ql l  region which also contains A-raf2 (Bloomfield et al. 1987) 
is specifically involved in most malignant human gliomas. 
Several groups have reported that glioma lines secrete 
platelet-derived growth factor or a PDGF-like molecule (re- 
viewed by Shapiro 1986) that is coded for by the c-sis onco- 
gene (PDGFB) located on 22q12.3-13.1. There is an apparent 
discrepancy between the overexpression of PDGF and the 
under-representation of chromosome 22. It has been suggest- 
ed that a chromosome 22-translocation i volving c-sis might 
remove constraints that govern the normal expression of this 
gene (Shapiro 1986). We have not been able to demonstrate a 
small 22-translocation i  TC 620 or TC 593 but this may be 
due to technical limitations (see the Results). The possibility 
should also be considered that chromosome 22 contains an as 
yet unidentified recessive gene(s) (Knudson 1986; Hansen and 
Cavanee 1987) predisposing to gliomas when absent or under- 
expressed. 
The possible contribution, if any, of numerical and/or 
structural aberrations of chromosomes 1, 4 and 18 is not well 
understood at present (cf. Bloomfield et al. 1987; A1-Saadi et 
al. 1987). Chromosome 1 aberrations are involved in many 
solid tumors (Atkin 1986) and in neuroectodermal neoplasms 
(Brodeur et al. 1981; Bigner et al. 1986) Thus the aberrations 
of chromosome 1 detected in this study are not surprising. 
However, in both glioma lines, breakpoints close to or within 
lpl  were observed, and this deserves farther analysis of on- 
cogenes uch as N-ras, as well as other genes in this region. N- 
ras is not amplified or rearranged in TC 593 or TC 620 
(T. Chen and L.Manuelidis, unpublished data), although 
point mutations in this oncogene which can be significant, 
have not been determined in these lines. The under-represen- 
tation of chromosome 4 suggests that further analysis of this 
chromosome in gliomas is warranted. 
The present studies demonstrate he utility of this method 
for the rapid assessment ofbreakpoints in tumor cells, such as 
the lpl breakpoint noted above. Chromosome segments con- 
sistently involved in the development orprogression of a given 
type of tumor may also be rapidly identified (e.g. 7p13-q11). 
In some cases the delineation of specific hromosomal segments 
or of specific breakpoints may suggest arole for genes already 
known to be located in the defined area. The current strategy 
is also capable of revealing previously unidentified specific 
chromosome segments that can directly lead to new and perti- 
nent molecular nalyses. 
A more precise definition of breakpoints and of the chro- 
mosomal regions involved in deletion, translocation, duplica- 
tion or amplification can be achieved using either single copy 
probes or regional-specific repititive probes. Suppression hy- 
bridization can also be combined with "classic" chromosome 
banding procedures, e.g. DAPI banding (this paper) or repli- 
cation banding (Manuelidis and Borden 1988). Furthermore, 
the double in situ hybridization described in this paper makes 
it possible to simultaneously decorate both complete indi- 
vidual chromosomes and chromosomal subregions. 
We have demonstrated that individual chromosomes can 
be easily distinguished and quantitatively measured in very 
complex karyotypes, and reliably assessed in non-optimal meta- 
phase spreads and early prophase nuclei where many overlaps 
with other chromosomes are typical. Interpretation of band- 
ing patterns in specifically decorated chromosome s gments i
greatly facilitated by the fact that the chromosomal ssign- 
ment is unambiguous, and cannot be confused with partial 
chromosomes or translocated segments from other chromo- 
somes that contain a similar or even identical banding pattern. 
Thus, further banding analysis can simply focus on the indi- 
vidual chromosome or segment in question. Library or region- 
al probes can also be applied to tissue sections and solid tu- 
mors (Manuelidis and Borden 1988; P. Emmerich, H. Walt 
and T. Cremer, unpublished ata). Thus one can potentially 
delineate specific hromosomal changes that are characteristic 
of a more malignant phenotype in a heterogeneous tumor cell 
population. Quantitative m asurements of the sizes of in- 
terphase domains, as shown here, provide an additional ap- 
proach to analyze the genetic complement of tumor cells. 
With further developments of multi-probe hybridization 
and detection protocols to increase the spectrum of chromo- 
somal targets that can be simultaneously visualized, the utility 
of the current approach will be further enhanced for tumor cy- 
togenetics. In addition it suggests a novel way to band indi- 
vidual mitotic and interphase chromosomes. While the prac- 
ticability of such an approach needs to be experimentally de- 
veloped, suppression hybridization techniques even in their 
present state, provide a unique tool to rapidly screen tumor 
cell populations for the presence and DNA constitution of 
specific marker chromosomes. 
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